The projective consciousness model (PCM) is a recently developed computational model of consciousness that allows an agent to project itself by imagination into an internal world model constantly updated through Bayesian inference from sensory evidence. The PCM acts to minimize free energy (FE) which is related to the divergence between predicted or preferred states and experienced states. The PCM uses its imagination to evaluate non-local situations. To increase psychological realism, we added a basic episodic memory to the PCM, which allows an agent to explicitly project itself in its past. As the PCM agent explores simulated worlds, it keeps a memory of its location and experienced FE across multiple layers of appraisal. When FE cannot be further minimized across possible local directions of action, the agent projects itself across space based on prior beliefs about either the present or the past, in an attempt to further lower its FE. Using simulations, we show that recalling pleasant memories allows a PCM agent to lower FE, in situations where it is stuck with no other solution for FE minimization based on direct action or projections of possible future actions. Nostalgia is often defined as taking pleasure in recalling positive, soothing past events as a result of negative feelings in the present. The behavior of the PCM, which emerges from combining projective mechanisms, FE minimization and an episodic memory, is consistent with this definition.
Introduction
The Projective Consciousness Model (PCM) [1] is a computational model of consciousness. It features a local point of view on an internal world model put in perspective through projective geometry as a method of conscious access. This model is constantly updated through active Bayesian inference from sensory evidence. A PCM agent appraises its state in the world and the consequences of possible actions through projection in future fields of consciousness (FoC). It seeks FoCs that minimize Free Energy (FE) [2] in order to drive its actions. In the PCM, FE quantifies not only violation of expectations or surprise (defined as divergence between prior beliefs and sensory evidence), but also violations of personal preferences, along multiple dimensions of appraisal related to internal preferences, such as pleasure, safety or norm compatibility. To avoid getting stuck in local minima of FE, the PCM implements an imagination engine: it can project itself inside its internal world model as if it was moving through the world as modeled in its memory, searching for more optimal situations as a model of possible future states. The simulated situation selected through FE minimization is then used to direct a PCM agent towards a newly defined goal expected to lower its internal FE. This allows PCM agents to pass through less than optimal situations such as elevated danger in the hope of reaching a better state, with the expected overall decrease in FE acting as a motivational force.
Joffily and Coricelli proposed a first model to interpret FE dynamics as emotional processes [3] , linking FE values with valence, such as a high FE being akin to a negative emotional valence, and a low free energy to a positive valence. The approach was interesting but limited in scope and implied a narrower understanding of FE. It is however essential to consider the problem of FE minimization as a multivariate problem, in which a multiplicity of motives and perspectives, possibly implying a quite contradictory set of goals and preferences, operate simultaneously.
A key element in generating complex emotional states is the integration of FE dynamics as experienced in the past and in the present, and as expected both in the past and for the future. The dynamics of experienced FE are in our opinion insufficient to model the whole range of emotions. Relief for instance should be conceived in relation to both experienced (past and present) and expected (in the past and for the future) FE, such that having had a high expected FE causing anticipatory discomfort followed by an experienced FE lower than expected. Nostalgia is an emotion of particular interest in our context as it involves a projection in the past. It can be defined as a fond remembrance of positive past events. In recent years an increasing interest in the benefits of nostalgia offered a better characterization of this emotion [4] . It has been shown to improve mood, the sense of self and to increase social bonding. Adding a basic episodic memory to the PCM and allowing its imagination engine to project itself in its past was needed to allow the PCM to learn and model the sense of self in time. We explore here the behavior of a basic PCM model with an episodic memory and probe the emotional consequences of this addition to the model.
Material and Methods
A simplified, 2D version of the PCM [1] was reimplemented in Python: the PCM agent is moving on a 2D plane, and has two FE appraisal layers corresponding to hedonic (intrinsic pleasure) and safety appraisals. Here FE was arbitrarily defined using values between 0 and 1.The world itself is defined as a 2D, 200×200 matrix of pairs of values (one value for each appraisal layer), containing a background and a few objects which have their own pair of values that may vary over time.
Main algorithm
• Global optimization through non-local projective imagination: if the process of local optimization offers limited solution of FE minimization, the imagination engine will switch on and the PCM will start projecting itself in space and time in search for a better solution.
A simple model of episodic memory was added as a list of events (a mean location, mean time frame and a mean multi-layer FE). While the PCM is running, a new event is created when FE changes rapidly in a small time frame. Minimum and maximum event duration (10 to 200 timesteps) were defined. When in imagination mode, PCM agents search their internal world model for a better location. Sparse sampling is performed by evaluating ten random locations in the internal world model. If a location is expected to have lower FE it becomes a new goal for the agent. In such a case, the agent is driven towards the goal without regard for local FE, proportionally to the anticipated decrease in FE. If no better location could be found, the PCM agents had the option of projecting themselves in their past: looking up in their episodic memory, they try to find FE-tagged events in the past that would improve on their current situation. If an event is better than the current state or any anticipated states, it will define the current FoC of the agent, as a reminiscent state. If the event's location still has a lower-than-local FE in the internal world model, the PCM will move towards it. Otherwise, the PCM will still evoke the memory o a place associated with pleasant memories but would not actually move.
Results

Local exploration
The PCM starts exploring the world (a), updating its world model (b). The black line indicates the path it followed.
Spatial projection is triggered (blue dotted line in FE plot c) after a stable local optimum was reached (blue arrow in a and b). It finds a goal in its world model that is expected to be better (red empty circle in b). The PCM starts moving towards it (red arrow), changing FE creates a transition to a new event and the previous event is stored in memory.
Time projection
PCM has reached a local optimum (blue arrow in a), but its spatial imagination does not find a location with a lower FE. Time imagination then starts, finds a target in its memory (red arrow in memory map d) and because in its world map, it is still an optimal location, it moves towards it (yellow arrow in a) and stores the current location and FE as a memory (blue arrow in d). Experienced FE drops as the new goal's expected FE is lower than the current one (blue and red arrows in c).
In a different case, the PCM also reaches a locally optimum location (blue arrow in a and b) and does not find a better place through spatial imagination . Time imagination searches in the memory map and finds a better location (red arrow in d). Unfortunately, in the current world model, the PCM notices that even though there is a positive memory there, the location is not currently better than the current position (red arrow in b). The PCM does not move, but evoking the past event does modifies its experienced FE (red arrow in c).
After running 100 simulations in random worlds, the mean values of FE reached when using local optimization, local optimization following spatial imagination, local optimization following time imagination and mind wandering (evoking past events without action) are represented here. As expected, reaching the best remembered place yields a lower FE, and if it is unreachable, evoking it still improves experiences FE.
Discussion
Nostalgia is often described as taking pleasure in recalling positive, soothing past events, as triggered by current negative feelings. The observed behavior and associated emotions as understood within the PCM framework related to the lost object were akin to these properties without the need for an explicit model of emotions. The minimization of FE through imagination of the past functioned as a coping strategy in the face of difficult circumstances, and effectively acted as an improvement of the current mood. Even though the solution was not sustainable as it only resides in an imaginary world it offered a form of emotion regulation strategy. In more sophisticated implementations of PCM agents, and in real life, this might offer better conditions to tolerate the present and wait for the availability of better future solutions. Even though the dynamics modeled here could account for central features of the concept of nostalgia, the implementation and simulations used for this article remain limited. Future work will have to model explicitly constructs such as that of self image or social bounding to account for other properties of nostalgia. Episodic memory recall was only influenced by current FE values. Future implementations should make sure that recalled event choices may be influenced by contextual cues such as a similar location or a particular sensory input (e.g. scent-evoked nostalgia) in order to get closer to experienced nostalgia in humans.
